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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What I’ll talk about today is my experience with taking a Starlink kit with an roaming subscription or RV subscription – that is the one intended for recreational vehicles – out into the field. We can’t actually try much out from our campus as it’s pretty built-up and there are few places with a good view of the sky now. So we got ourselves one of those portable power stations that will power Starlink for a few hours and set out with a small group of students on a very windy day to Bastion Point, a big park a few kilometres from the Auckland city centre with very few obstructions in any direction. Two of the folks at the back where we set up our table are people you might recognise – to the left is my former PhD student ‘Etuate Cocker, whom you might know as an APNIC Community Trainer and former PICISOC chair, and who just happened to be in Auckland on business that day with a few hours to spare. In the middle is Wayne Reiher, my current PhD student, whom you might have come across as National Director of ICT in Kiribati. 



Our lab’s kit: rectangular Starlink Dishy with RV subscription
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Now we got one of those newer rectangular units, and this is what the box looks like...



Foot

“Dishy”

Mast
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...and this is what it looks like inside. That X-shaped thing is the foot, the white thing is the back of the antenna, which actually contains all of the transmitter and receiver electronics as well. It’s known as “Dishy McFlatface” or “Dishy” for short. The round thing to the right is the short mast, which is permanently attached to Dishy.



Foot

“Dishy”

Mast

Insight #1: Dishy swivels and pivots around its mast. In most positions, it 

will not fit back in the box. To get Dishy back into the box after an outing, 

DO NOT UNPLUG FROM POWER. Use the Starlink app on your phone to 

“stow” Dishy. 
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Now if you intend to use your Dishy in different locations – and you can only really do that on the RV subscription - one of the things you need to know before you unpack and power the thing on is that the mast will actually tilt Dishy, and if you power it down in the wrong tilt position, you can’t get Dishy back into the box. So the trick is to put Dishy into stowage position with the Starlink app before you power Dishy down. The Starlink app is an app on your phone that you need to onfigure the WiFi router with anyway, and you should have that installed before you even power the thing on.



WiFi router

Cable from Dishy with 

proprietary connector
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Once you take the foot and Dishy out of the box, you’re left with about 15 m of cable and the Starlink WiFi router, which also acts as the power supply for the unit, plus a mains voltage power cable to run the whole assembly with. And that’s it!



Optional extra: Ethernet adapter

To Dishy (ensure plug is flush with adapter) To WiFi router

RJ45 Ethernet cable to

alternative router, switch, 

computer, …
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We’ve also got an optional accessory in the form of an Ethernet adapter, which lets us bypass the Starlink WIFi router for our experiments. You plug Dishy into one side – noting here that you need to push the plug in the whole way – and then you plug the adapter into the WiFi router for power, and your Ethernet device into the Ethernet port. Easy as.



Powering up…

SpaceX quote:

Now “Peak” is a voltage here, not a power?

Seen here: about 100W – well after boot and

with WiFi idle

Actually seen in operation:
• Typically 80-100W, sometimes up to 100W

• Since 16/2: typically between 38 and 75W

Power use appears 

to correlate 

with download

data rate

Running this on an inverter off a 

car cigarette lighter socket could 

blow the fuse!
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So, now we’re powering up. Now note that Dishy can actually get quite power hungry – over 100 W even, and this is a photo of our own measurement. The averages don’t always apply, and there seems to be a correlation between received data rate and power use – less so with transmit, surprisingly. What I’m getting at here is that before you’re thinking of running this off an inverter out of your car’s cigarette lighter socket, check the socket’s fuse rating, and you probably want an inverter capable of a few hundred watts continuously.



Caveat:

I am using a Southern Hemisphere 

perspective

If you live north of the Equator,

swap “north” and “south” in my talk

Observations were made in Auckland at ~37°S
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Now everything I say about directions such as north or south in the rest of this presentation is from a Southern Hemisphere perspective, and observed at a latitude of 37 degrees south. If you live in the Northern Hemisphere, it’ll be the other way around, and observations may also differ a bit on which latitude you’re at.



Moves to “coffee table” 

position

Still in “coffee table” 

position but with different 

orientations

rotates

tilts

Final position

is always

exactly 

south-facing

and stationary
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So after you power your Starlink setup on, you’ll notice Dishy moving into what I call the coffee table position. Incidentally, it’s a little top heavy, so if you’re expecting to have in windy areas on soft surfaces like this, take a set of pegs to secure the foot. Well, back to the coffee table position – don’t put your mug on the thing because the next thing you’ll see is Dishy rotate, and then it will tilt to the South, and that’s the point at which your coffee is guaranteed to spill!
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Once your Dishy has booted itself and is pointing the right way, you can configure it using the official Starlink app, which you can get for various mobile operating systems. To do so, you need to log into the WiFi router, and out of the box, that now announces itself with the network name STINKY on air, as in S-T-I-N-K-Y, basically Elon Musk’s type of humour. You can change that name, though, and of course you’ll want a password. If at any point things seem to hang, just reboot Dishy py power cycling it – just unplug and plug back in again and wait for it to boot. And that stowage option I was talking about earlier is under Settings – you’ll need to scroll down a little. At that point, it’s all done.



Partial obstruction is OK, this

position actually works!

With partial obstructions, expect 

intermittent outages

Frequency and maximum length of 

outages increases with degree of 

obstruction.

SOUTH

Better view – fewer and shorter outages
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Now one of the things I wanted to find out is how well the kit would work when part-way obstructed. So I took it home and tried it in different positions over extended periods of time.The good news is that it can cope with quite a bit of obstruction – here part of the southern sky is obscured by my roof. What you will get are outages for up to a few seconds but no complete loss of connectivity, and while connected, you seem to get the same rates that you would if there was no obstruction.



This position doesn’t work, despite relatively few 

obstructions in a northerly direction

Dishy always wants to point south!

This may be different:

• In the Northern Hemisphere (mirrored behaviour)

• At latitudes close to or beyond 53°

Why? The main current Starlink

constellations operate with 53°

inclination, meaning satellite 

density is highest just short of 

the northern and southern 53rd

parallel.
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That said, Dishy is hell-bent to orient itself south in order to work, it will not contemplate working with satellites in the northern sky even of that is the only visible part of the sky. Now that urge to point south is because this is where it can normally see the highest satellite density. If you obstruct the southern sky completely, it will just throw in the towel and stop in whatever position it looked in last. If I were south of the 53rd parallel, I’d expect it to point north again, though, at least with the current constellation. 



Ulrich Gateway
My unfair advantages

#1: Gateway(s) in the neighbourhood

When looking south, my Dishy can see more or less the

same set of satellites as Starlink’s Clevedon gateway 

about 30 km away.

>>> Plenty of choice for bent pipe connections!

Caveat: If your closest gateway is 

further away, the set of satellites 

that both you and the gateway 

can see is on average smaller.

satellitemap.space
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Now before I give you the numbers I’ve observed, I need to put out a big disclaimer here: My geographical location gives me a number of whopping unfair advantages. For one, Auckland is close to three Starlink gateways, the closest in Clevedon is only about 30 kilometres away. This means that our Dishy can essentially see the same satellites as that gateway, which provides plenty of options for connectivity, especially while Starlink is still mostly bent pipe with only one satellite between me and the gateway. 



My unfair advantages

#2: Fibre in the neighbourhood

Metropolitan Auckland has gigabit fibre to the 

home almost everywhere – ~NZ$90/month for 

almost 1 Gb/s, average RTT < 10 ms to 

networks connected to APE.

Starlink’s fixed connection package is NZ$159

for at most a few hundred Mb/s with average 

RTT > 30 ms.

Why would anyone in their 

right mind get Starlink

in Auckland?

>>> No competition for Starlink

capacity in my cell!

Paremoremo

Remember this

semi-rural

fibre-less suburb!
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My second advantage is that central Auckland is saturated with fibre, and it’s cheaper than Starlink while offering significantly better performance. So in the cells that we’ve operated in here, we’ve not really had much competition for Starlink satellite capacity – that would have to come from users in fibreless areas further out.  



My unfair advantages

#3: Not much neighbourhood

Auckland sits on an isthmus on long peninsula with

otherwise very little population.

NZ sits in a big ocean with the next large population

density over 2000 km away ( well over the horizon 

for Starlink)

>>> Not much competition

for Starlink capacity from 

neighbouring areas either!
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But alas, we don’t have an overly large neighbourhood, our closest neighbour with rural hinterland is Sydney, and this is pretty much over the horizon for Starlink. So again that keeps competition down – if you were in rural Queensland or somewhere in the Philippines, India or Japan, that could be quite different. 



My unfair advantages

#4: Not all of my neighbourhood

can get Starlink

Lifestyle block belt without fibre is reaching 

Starlink user density saturation

>>> Some of those who’d like 

to compete for Starlink capacity 

with me can’t actually buy Starlink

Lifestyle block belt suburbs
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Last but not least, the neighbourhoods that have taken most to Starlink tend to be the ones underserved by fibre, and around Auckland, that’s what I would call our lifestyle block belt – semi-rural with large properties but relatively few people. But some of these areas have actually reached maximum user numbers for the current Starlink constellation, so Starlink won’t sell new fixed connections there. Which means limited competition from there, too. 



Server Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average

up down ping up down ping up down ping up down ping

Spark 15.13 76.01 38 4.18 74.09 4.18 11.52 75.39 92 10.28 75.16 44.73

Vocusgroup 9.74 64.85 54 1.4 76.56 31 12.27 54.42 36 7.80 65.28 40.33

MyRepublic 6.74 176.1 33 10.99 129.3 63 11.98 110.6 40 9.90 138.68 45.33

Kordia 3.01 124.1 43 14.29 150.3 32 2.39 85 63 6.56 119.82 46.00

Average: 8.66 110.27 42.00 7.72 107.58 32.55 9.54 81.36 57.75 8.64 99.74 44.10

How fast? “Speed” test from Bastion Point, Auckland (no obstructions) on 1/12/2022

All target servers in Auckland, rates in Mb/s, speedtest.net

Take-home insights: A lot of variation even from a prime spot! Small sample…

Note: Tests conducted via WiFi
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So with all that said, here is the summary of the speed tests – and I don’t really like the word “speed” here because we’re really looking at rates and round-trip-times – that we did at Bastion Point. Remember we were on battery power and were testing a whole raft of other things, so this is a small sample, but it shows just how much rates can vary – a factor of over 3 here for download and over 10 for upload.



Server Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Average

up down ping up down ping up down ping up down ping up down ping

Spark 10.93 36.16 35 4.84 27.89 40 9.84 29.83 31 17.59 80.3 42 10.80 43.55 37.00

Vocusgroup 4.09 79.01 31 12.34 155.4 28 11.92 36.08 27 10.45 51.45 36 9.70 80.48 30.50

MyRepublic 6.16 126.3 37 5.23 33.14 39 5.97 206.7 125 8.78 198.3 48 6.54 141.1 62.25

Kordia 15.6 160.1 38 4.45 18.29 31 4.99 12.54 60 10.03 18.32 29 8.77 52.31 39.50

Vodafone 8.3 73.77 29 9.07 21.12 27 9.33 28.15 55 11.25 42.31 30 9.49 41.34 35.25

Average: 9.20 100.4 35.25 6.72 58.67 34.50 8.18 71.28 60.75 11.71 87.09 38.75 8.95 79.35 42.31

How fast? “Speed” test from my deck, Auckland (mild obstructions) early January 2023

All target servers in Auckland, rates in Mb/s, speedtest.net

Take-home insights: Still a lot of variation – a factor of 8 in downloads! Still a small sample…
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This set of tests was taken from my deck on that painter’s trestle just over a month later, and again we’re seeing a lot of variation, over a factor of 15 in downloads and more than 4 in uploads, and again for this sort of spread, it’s just too small a sample still.What both test series showed consistently though was high ping latency, and again that’s something that’s been observed elsewhere. Of course, long latencies slow TCP down when it’s trying to open its congestion window, and that’s undesirable. That said, the latencies seen here are well below what you would see from a geostationary satellite and also generally much lower than what you would see on an O3b medium earth orbit system.



>tracert 130.216.1.1

Tracing route to dns2.auckland.ac.nz [130.216.1.1]

over a maximum of 30 hops:

1    <1 ms <1 ms <1 ms 192.168.1.1

2    25 ms 39 ms 50 ms 100.64.0.1

3    30 ms 38 ms 40 ms 172.16.248.16

4    58 ms 46 ms 53 ms 149.19.109.32

5    74 ms 46 ms 46 ms default-rdns.vocus.co.nz [131.203.51.222]

6    27 ms 31 ms 47 ms as9790.akl.ix.nz [43.243.21.3]

7    25 ms 59 ms 30 ms as38022.akl.ix.nz [43.243.21.50]

8    32 ms 26 ms 37 ms 210.7.39.177

9    35 ms 26 ms 35 ms 210.7.39.178

10    47 ms 31 ms 52 ms dns2.auckland.ac.nz [130.216.1.1]

Trace complete.

Bufferbloat!

Physical RTT between Dishy, satellite and remote ground station should be around 13 ms or less. With BDP-sized buffer: 26 ms or less. We actually see 

26 ms to sometimes 100’s of ms. Traceroute shows that these are delays that Starlink owns – the bulk of the latency occurs there:

This is still a Starlink address
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So when you’re dealing with large latencies, then a traceroute is a good way to figure out where these are incurred. And doing a traceroute on our Starlink connection here shows that most of the latency we see is clocked up within the Starlink network – from there via their New Zealand upstream and the peering exchange to us at the university, we don’t see significant additional delay. So that latency problem is very clearly in Starlink’s network, and it’s caused by excess buffering in their network. And tthat’s actually a well-known problem: Mike and I are regulars on the Starlink mailing list at Dave Täht’s bufferbloat.net, and Dave founded the mailing list because of the bufferbloat issues he saw with Starlink. 



Conclusion

• It works, at least where we are

• Even in cyclones

• Moderate obstructions cause brief 

outages but no rate drops as such

• Performance varies enormously over time

• Somewhere between DSL and entry 

level fibre 

• Strange things happen!

• Capacity constraints are biting now

• Starlink network has a lot of bloated 

buffers

• Long RTT needlessly impairs 

performance!
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So our overall conclusion at this point in time after a bit of playing with Starlink is that it works, even in cyclones – as seen here on the right, and that it even works reasonably well in moderately obstructed locations.That said, even if you have no obstructions, your performance jumps around enormously, way more so than you would expect on a terrestrial network. You could get at the extreme ends anything from mediocre ADSL rates to just over entry level fibre with one of those RV subscriptions, but its certainly no replacement for gigabit fibre to the home.We’ve observed lower maximum data rates in heavy rain – typically well under 100 Mb/s – and during the recent cyclone also strange step jumps in latency. Whether that was due to gateway reconfigurations, including possibly gateways losing power, or whether it was due to those lifestyle block belters getting disconnected after power outages, we don’t know. But it’s intriguing and, as always, Starlink don’t provide a running commentary that actually tells us anything useful. What we do know is that capacity constraints are biting even now, even in some rural areas.And of course then there is the bufferbloat that causes all the long latencies, and quite why they can‘t get on top of that is anyone’s guess.So that’s it from me – I could talk about this for hours, but I think I’m out of time now!   
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